Champion SDMC Minutes Re-Cap School Uniform Policy and Chromebook Care

To: Benjamin Hernandez
From: Gerrol Johnson
Dates: May 19, 2022

Attendees:

- Gerrol Johnson
- John Cerda
- Lakesha Darden (SPED) Teacher
- April Ortiz (Parent)
- Eva Calvillo (Secretary)
- Alma Martinez (Parent)

Purpose:
*The purpose of the meeting was to evaluate the student uniform policy: Mr. Johnson discussed the current uniform policy.

- Greeting (Mr. Johnson)
- Translation (John Cerda/Eva Calvillo)
- Introduction of members
- Chromebook collection May 24-May 27
- Summer School/ESY
- Summer Bridge Algebra/Biology
- Stem Camp

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss Chromebook collection, summer school needs and logistics, summer bridge, and stem camp. Mr. Cerda and Mrs. Hurst created a device collection plan. The plan. The plan included help from tech team leaders and members. The device collection plan specifically targeted the math teachers. The plan was explained to the teachers via math plc. Each math teacher was given a device collection packet with specific instructions. There were stations in the library for collection, lost, or damaged. The plan was implemented successfully.
The campus will three distinct groups regarding summer school:

- Regular Summer School
- Extended Summer School for SLL students.
- Stem Camp for enrichment (30 elementary, 30 middle school, 30 high school)
- Summer Bridge Algebra/Biology

Questions:
Closing: Principal Johnson